EPM

Electronic payment machine

ELECTRONIC
BANKING

This saves time for the manager who no longer has to enter checks or cash.
This avoids typing mistakes, simplifies the accounting and optimizes your cash flow.
The bank operations are transmitted overnight. The EPM uses the bank standard EMV 5.2.
Each user can consult the balance of his card or his computer account.
This machine can also be used to display various information on the screen saver.

This EPM
(Electronic
Payment Machine)
is used to easily
top up individual
purses by
banker’s card.
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The interactive dialogue takes place on the touch screen and the numeric
keyboard is only used for the bank transaction.
The user inserts his card in the card reader.
Once the identification has been correctly carried out and the validity date
checked, the user types the amount on the touch screen by selecting predefined
or other amounts.
The user inserts his bank card and types his pin code on the keyboard.
Once the bank transaction has been accepted, the ticket is printed out and the
card (or the computer account) is credited.
The history is generated directly in the database of your system and is shown in
the transactions in the same way as a cash payment (for example).
A maximum and minimum transaction value can be incorporated.

Technical assistance
Installation and
configuration
Training
Maintenance

 Steel structure 15/10ths
 Rear opening for maintenance
 Flap to change the paper
 Top air vent
 Can be fixed to the ground
 Output cables behind
 Dimensions 1657 x 502 x 39mm
 Colours can be chosen from among 200
standard colours









Ingenico bank terminal, bank standard EMV 5.2
LCD touch screen 15 inches
PC type Celeron 3 Ghz Ram 256M HD 40 Go Windows XP Pro
Ethernet connexion
Citizen ticket printer
Contactless card reader and swallower
Software

Requirements:
 Ethernet network connexion 100 M
 RTC telephone line
 Power supply 220V
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